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1 issx. .tP CCtUC&C it is made by one of the most experienced early
manufacturers of SOLID Knotty White Pine furni--
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3ooiLm. :. $2,8490CCCMAC it is tried and proved nationally by countless home-love- rs

who insisted on QUALITY and AUTHENTIC
Colonial design ...1
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Low Poster Bed

Medium Poster lied

Double Dresser Uase

Double Dresser Mirror

Vanity Uase (Desk)

Vanity Mirror

Chest

it has 'that warm,""mellow color that everyone wants
but which so few can produce ...
it has color uniformity" obtained from a special for-

mula, finally hand-antique-
d by master craftsmen ...

it has FLOATING CONSTKUCTION, usually found
only in most expensive furniture, permitting the
SOLID tops and ends to expand and contract with
the weather, independently of each other. This avoid
buckling, warping and splitting ...
it has center-guide- fully dustproofed drawers which
always operate smoothly without sticking, binding
or jamming, plus finished and waxed interiors for

protection of delicate garments . . .

it permits easy selection of just the mellowed Pine
pieces you need for friendly informal living ...
inspection on our floor will PllOVE to you that it IS

"the BEST for the LEAST" beyond any words we can
say or writel
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BE SURE TO ATTEND THE 5th ANNUAL

Ilayuood County Tobacco Harvest Festival
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WAYNESVIMAIN STREETPHONE -- 1
"For Credit at Cash Prices"
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